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Introduction

"The sailor dream of five centuries:  
The Near Way to the Far East is North."

Canadians have a near-mystical bond to their Arctic, a frigid vastness that has sparked the Canadian imagination, inspired and shaped a Canadian national identity, and fomented debate over perceived and real challenges to Canadian sovereignty in the region. "Canada’s approach to the Arctic is overtly nationalistic," and arctic sovereignty is of paramount importance, to be protected and preserved. However, for the United States, the Arctic is first and foremost linked to national security which, due to the interplay of geography, the array of Cold War Soviet threats, and even current technological innovations and military hardware, is understood in this context to mean continental defense. In the United States' effort to maintain continental security, Canadian sovereignty sensitivities have, at times, been slighted, but the intention has not been to deny Canadian arctic sovereignty. In the postwar period, Canada's attempts to grapple with its emotional attachment to the North, and the considerable expense required to occupy and defend it, have been a recurring issue. Nowhere is the poignancy of this dilemma more acute than with the Northwest Passage, that series of waterways connecting the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans north of mainland Canada. The issues and emotions surrounding the Passage remain the same after more than fifty years.

"Sovereignty is supreme legitimate authority within a territory." It is one thing to claim authority and have it be recognized as legitimate, and another to maintain the power and the means to protect and enforce the claim. The former is de jure sovereignty, the latter de facto sovereignty. Canadian de jure sovereignty over its arctic land and islands was internationally recognized by the 1930s. But the case of the arctic waters, specifically both de jure and de facto sovereignty of the Northwest Passage, remains unresolved even today. Canada has never proclaimed its inten-

tion to exercise exclusive use or presence in the Northwest Passage. But the process of reaching the present Canadian position that the waters of the Canadian Arctic Archipelago, including the Northwest Passage, are "historical internal waters" with no right of passage has been anything but direct and swift. In addition, Canada has rarely allocated or committed funds, personnel, or equipment to monitor, defend, or protect the Passage. The United States maintains that the Passage is an international strait with the right of transit passage and largely immune from the jurisdiction of the contiguous state.

Challenges, real or perceived, have proven to be a periodic thorn in Canadian-American relations. In 1987, the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Joe Clark, declared that the Northwest Passage was "the 'one pure sovereignty issue of truly major proportions.'" But what is the status of the Northwest Passage in this long-running and still controversial saga in U.S.-Canadian relations? Can there be resolution or will Canada's tentative, underfunded approach and America's unyielding adherence to freedom of navigation perpetuate piecemeal solutions? Is the issue any different today from what it was fifty years ago?

While both the history of and claims to the Northwest Passage have been explored, this paper argues that now is the time to conclude the heretofore elusive settlement. While not minimizing the complexity of the situation, this paper argues that by evaluating the history of and claims to the Passage, it can be concluded that it is in the best interests of both nations to find a practical, bilateral, narrowly defined solution that recognizes Canada's sovereignty claims, while at the same time addressing the United States' continental security concerns. The basis of this conclusion lies in four factors: Canada's place as a paramount ally and continental partner of the United States, the history of bilateral cooperation for more than fifty years, the geographically unique nature of the Northwest Passage that precludes any arrangement becoming precedent-setting with regard to other straits, and the fact that the Passage is not considered a vital choke point by the United States military. Finally, past decisions and policies concerning the Passage were usually made in response to provocative incidents, when the issue was thrust into the limelight. Today the controversy is relatively dormant and not engulfed in emotional and inflammatory rhetoric, high-visibility maneuvering, political posturing, or the glare of publicity. This situation is precisely the reason why the two allies should act and embark on a negotiated settlement of the dispute.
The Northwest Passage in Canadian-American Relations

The Controversy

The Northwest Passage spans the northern reaches of North America and links the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. There are, in fact, five main routes of the Passage, making its definition difficult. Early exploration began in the fifteenth century, and the nineteenth century saw a sustained search for the Passage, but it was not completely traversed by water until the twentieth century.

The arctic waters offer a unique set of circumstances and challenges in international law, and the legal status of the Northwest Passage is open to debate. Canada claims the Passage is historic internal waters, with no right of passage, while the United States maintains it is an international strait with the right of transit passage. There is a direct link between the legal classification of the Passage and Canadian-American relations, and the issue encompasses international law, continental defense, the power of public opinion, the realities of fiscal responsibility, and the intricacies of foreign policy. The exploitation of the Arctic’s natural resources, the perceived challenges to Canadian sovereignty, the responsibility of militarily protecting and utilizing the Passage, the commercial promise of the North, and the responsibility of protecting its fragile environment have heightened the value of the Passage and at times made it a high-profile issue between the United States and Canada. It is with the United States that Canada finds the issue of the Northwest Passage most contentious. On the one hand, the United States wants unrestricted access to the Passage for its military vessels and as a potential commercial route. In addition, the Americans do not want precedent set with the Northwest Passage that could affect the status of other straits around the world. On the other hand, Canadian claims to the water have historically been ambiguous, tentative, and usually reactive, not proactive.

Canada received its arctic north from Great Britain in 1880. It was not until 1973 that the Canadian government finally claimed sovereignty over the Northwest Passage as part of Canada’s historic internal waters, but there was no legislation or treaty to support the statement. Claims were not formalized until 1986 with the implementation of straight baselines. Why the delay in claiming sovereignty or developing an arctic waters agenda? Even if one accepts the argument, as this author does, that the issue of sovereignty over the water, especially the Northwest Passage, did not arise until after World War Two, the question remains. The answer is rooted in three dilemmas that have faced Canada throughout its his-
tory: first, defining arctic sovereignty, especially distinguishing between sovereignty over the land and sovereignty over the water; second, allocating limited manpower and financial resources to back up sovereignty claims with concrete programs, projects, equipment, and personnel; and, third, living next to a neighbor with the world's largest economy and with ten times Canada's population, who is eager to operate in the North. Arguably, the first issue has been resolved, but the other two continue to plague Canada. At this time, Canadian claims to sovereignty over the Passage are not backed by an ability to defend, exploit, escort ships, or patrol the Passage year round.

The Passage and Canadian Sovereignty

It was in the interwar years that Canada and the United States began collaborative efforts in the Canadian North, and during World War Two the Canadians and Americans cooperated on numerous large-scale arctic projects, such as the Northwest Staging Route, the Crimson Route, and the Alaska Highway. For better or worse, continental defense before, during, and even after the war required a combination of American civilian and military personnel, Canadian soil, American financial support, and Canadian cooperation to build and operate the military installations. To an overwhelming degree the collaboration continues to be successful, in no small part due to the spirit of respect and cooperation exemplified on the Permanent Joint Board on Defense (PJBD).\(^{15}\) The story of the wartime northern activities and the role of the PJBD are beyond the scope of this article, as they primarily dealt with projects on the land, not the water. Suffice it to say, however, that the spirit of cooperation and the recognition by both nations of the necessity for such collaboration on continental defense and security laid the groundwork for postwar cooperation, and hold the key to the present impasse. As Canadian diplomat John Holmes wryly claimed, Canadian "soil is protected not by American generosity but by American self-interest, which is more dependable."\(^{16}\)

Ultimately, both nations have been forced to assess at what point sovereignty is compromised in return for security, when diplomatic sensitivity must be subordinated to military necessity, and which operation and command arrangements facilitate cooperation even at the expense of control.

The postwar strategic significance of the Canadian North could not be addressed without much more complete mapping, charting, and air photography for Canadian military defense planning.\(^{17}\) Some within the
Canadian military feared that the government's emphasis on sovereignty protection would hinder North American defense programs.\textsuperscript{18} Within the government there were officials who publicly warned that Canadian sovereignty and control of northern land and water would be compromised by Canadian-American defense collaboration.\textsuperscript{19} Therefore, to assert a presence and solidify its claims, the Canadian government and military agreed that Canada should unilaterally carry out as many projects as possible.\textsuperscript{20} And yet, the allocation of men, money, resources, and equipment had to be appropriated in light of domestic needs, Canadian foreign policy commitments worldwide, and Canadian public opinion.

The Joint Arctic Weather Stations (JAWS) negotiations in 1946 were a turning-point in northern affairs. The emphasis on sovereignty began to shift from sovereignty over the Arctic land to sovereignty over the water.\textsuperscript{21} The Canadian presence in the arctic waters up to this point had been by the Eastern Arctic Patrol. The role of the Royal Canadian Navy (RCN) in the Arctic was not defined prior to the end of World War Two. The RCN had grown exponentially during the war, and it emerged as the world's third naval power,\textsuperscript{22} with expertise in antisubmarine warfare (ASW) and convoy escort. The Navy sought to maintain an active profile and Canada moved to assert a northern presence because the Soviet Union was increasingly seen as a threat, and the United States was seeking a renewed foothold in the North. But the role of the peacetime Navy focused on the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, not the Arctic.\textsuperscript{23} The Canadians wanted to exert as much control as possible over the resupply operation of JAWS, but they were limited by the lack of resources. Most notably, the Canadians had neither an icebreaker capable of High Arctic operations nor sufficient personnel to perform the annual missions unilaterally. Thus, the operations were initially carried out by the U.S. Navy and the U.S. Air Force, with Canadian observers aboard.

After the war, the Canadian government established the Advisory Committee on Northern Development (ACND), and in June 1948 a report on arctic sovereignty was requested. However, nowhere were the issues of the limits of the territorial sea, the status of the arctic water, and the application of the sector principle to the water addressed. In the same period, the RCN, with limited resources of men, equipment, and weapons, chose to commit its forces to NATO responsibilities—working against a known enemy—instead of sovereignty assertion—working against a perceived threat by an ally. Canada's NATO responsibilities built upon the RCN's wartime expertise—antisubmarine warfare and protec-
tion of the Atlantic sea lanes. There were RCN officers, however, who were alarmed by the lack of Canadian involvement in the weather station resupply and arctic operations. They noted that the Americans were amassing information and operational experience, while the Canadians merely observed.24

In order to rectify this situation, the Canadians needed an icebreaker capable of transiting the waters of the High Arctic. HMCS Labrador first sailed in December 1951 and went north in the summer of 1954. The only Canadian icebreaker capable of transiting the High Arctic, Labrador was more than an escort icebreaker for the resupply of the weather stations and the Distant Early Warning (DEW) Line. Labrador was a research vessel that operated regularly in the Arctic and supplied both the Canadians and the Americans with important scientific information.

The 1954 transit of Labrador through the Northwest Passage was a source of great Canadian pride. Labrador was the first deep-draft ship25 and the first naval vessel to transit the Passage. The Canadians lost no opportunity to publicize Labrador's many achievements, but Labrador's high profile did not save it from the Navy's budget axe. In the Arctic, the biggest threat was submarines, and Labrador was not suited for anti-submarine warfare.26 In a very controversial move within the Navy, Labrador officially became the property of the Department of Transport in 1958. Canada was, once again, left without a military presence in the Arctic waters.

Canada's move to define its position in the Arctic in the 1950s occurred at the same time that the U.S. Navy carried out submarine exercises in the arctic waters, including under-ice transits of the Northwest Passage by nuclear-powered submarines in 1960 and 1962.27 Interestingly, there were no negative comments recorded in the ACND or Parliament after the transits. At the same time, the RCN objectives presented in the 1961 Brock Report included the need "to reassert Canadian sovereignty in the Arctic," but the main focus was to be "research and operational evaluation."28

In August-September 1969, the voyage of the converted American tanker, SS Manhattan through the Northwest Passage brought the issue of the Passage to the forefront. The discovery of oil at Prudhoe Bay, Alaska, prompted Humble Oil Company's private venture to determine the feasibility of commercial use of the Passage. Humble Oil requested Canadian assistance on the voyage of its converted and arcticized tanker, which the Canadians viewed as acknowledgment of its sovereignty of the
Passage. The Canadians “had no objection on environmental grounds.\textsuperscript{29} CCGS John A. Macdonald escorted the ship, and veteran arctic navigator Captain T.C. Pullen was Canada’s liaison officer aboard the Manhattan.

The United States informed Canada that it would also send a Coast Guard ship to assist the Manhattan. It did not ask for permission to enter the Passage, as that could be interpreted as recognition of Canadian sovereignty. Seen as a challenge to Canadian sovereignty claims by the Canadian public and media, calls for Canada to assert sovereignty prior to the transit increased.\textsuperscript{30} But Prime Minister Trudeau portrayed the voyage in a favorable light, going so far as to state “that the Canadian government has welcomed the Manhattan exercise, has concurred in it and will participate in it.”\textsuperscript{31} At the same time he stated that “the waters between the islands of the archipelago are internal waters over which Canada has full sovereignty,”\textsuperscript{32} although no legislation accompanied this claim. The outcry by the Canadian public against the transit east and its westward return, however, did not subside and the Trudeau government was forced to take action.\textsuperscript{33}

The Canadian response was both reactive and concurrently innovative. Canada increased its territorial sea from three miles to twelve miles, making the two entrances of the Northwest Passage—Barrow Strait and Prince of Wales Strait—Canadian territorial waters. In addition, the novel and controversial Arctic Water Pollution Prevention Act (AWPPA) created a 100-mile zone around the arctic islands in which the Canadians claimed the right to regulate shipping.\textsuperscript{34} The right of innocent passage was not suspended, but the Canadians redefined “innocent passage” to include environmental issues and the potential pollution threat of shipping in the Passage, although they had no ships capable of transiting the High Arctic to enforce the new regulations. Never before had a nation based its authority over the water on environmental concerns. Prime Minister Trudeau made clear that the Canadians were not asserting sovereignty,\textsuperscript{35} but privately he explained to the Americans that the legislation was also meant “to withstand the immense Canadian public pressure for an assertion of sovereignty.”\textsuperscript{36} R. Gordon Robertson, former Clerk of the Privy Council and Secretary to the Cabinet insists that this approach continued a tradition of Canadian attempts at asserting positions that “would be defensible” and would not lead the Americans to “a plain, flat, denial of Canadian sovereignty.”\textsuperscript{37} Therefore, the AWPPA constituted “functional jurisdiction” not “sovereign jurisdiction.”\textsuperscript{38} The United States, however, immediately rejected the AWPPA. It argued that no state had
the right to extend jurisdiction over the high seas,39 and was concerned about the precedent it might set.40 The Canadians acknowledged the unique and controversial nature of the law; and also opposed review of the legislation by the International Court of Justice.

Christopher Kirkey has persuasively shown that the bargaining method employed by the United States and Canada—distributive rather than integrative41—doomed any chances that negotiations would result in resolution of the status of the Northwest Passage. The Americans, insisting that the Passage constituted an international strait, intent on seeing the issue in a global context, and fearing similar moves by other nations, refused to budge on the issue of freedom of the seas. Canada, equally insistent that the Passage was not an international strait, but rather Canadian waters,42 pointed to the unique environment of the Arctic waters, rejected America's sweeping fears, and held its unilateral line of protecting Canadian interests. According to Kirkey, with the AWPPA “Canadian national interests were fulfilled while those of the United States were not,”43 but this is incomplete. There was no closure to the issue, and the confrontational and uncompromising position of both states left elusive a final resolution of the status of the Northwest Passage.44

In 1973, and again in 1975, Canada claimed the Northwest Passage and all the archipelagic water as historic internal water, but there was no treaty or legislation. The United States continued to deny this Canadian designation, and the contentious issue remained unsettled. At the same time, a number of states increased their territorial seas. Maritime powers, including the United States, feared once-international straits would become territorial seas, requiring “innocent passage,” which meant submarines had to transit on the surface. During the United Nations' Third Law of the Sea Conference (UNCLOS III), negotiated from 1973-1982, the United States and the Soviet Union addressed the issue. They conceded the twelve-mile territorial sea proclaimed by nations around the world (the United States declared a twelve-mile territorial sea in 1988), accepted 200-mile economic zones (the United States declared one in 1983), and recognized more than twelve archipelagic states.45 In return, the 1982 Law of the Sea Convention (hereafter LOS Convention) introduced the concept of the “right of transit passage.”

The “right of transit passage” replaced “innocent passage” in most cases and was applied to straits with high seas corridors that became territorial seas or internal waters by straight baselines.46 While “innocent passage” requires submarines to surface and show the flag, transit passage
permits submarines to pass submerged, and coastal states may not regulate or control passage, except for safety and pollution reasons. Although neither Canada nor the United States has ratified the 1982 LOS Convention, the United States asserts that the right of transit passage is now customary international law, a position not universally accepted.  

Article 234 of the 1982 LOS Convention was the product of the Canadian effort to obtain international recognition of the Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention Act and to strengthen Canada’s arctic claims. While Article 234 dealt solely with pollution and did not deal with the issue of sovereignty, it has been argued that it had “as much to do with sovereignty and international straits as with the environment.” It balanced and addressed the “Canadian concerns for ‘functional jurisdiction,’ American sensitivities about navigational freedom and Soviet anxieties that the subject of the Arctic should not be opened for general debate.” The legal status of the Northwest Passage, however, remained undefined; thus the issue of transit was unresolved.

The controversy surrounding the Northwest Passage arose again in 1985, when the American icebreaker USCGS Polar Sea transited the Passage on its voyage from Greenland to Alaska. The Canadian government was notified of the transit and gave its unsolicited permission for the journey. As with the Manhattan controversy, the Americans had not asked permission, fearing that such a gesture would set precedent in other contentious waters. But this time they did give “a formal and explicit assurance that the voyage... was without prejudice to Canada’s legal position” regarding the Passage. The Minister of External Affairs, Joe Clark, insisted that the voyage “left no mark on Canada’s Arctic sovereignty” and Canadian observers were aboard. However, the Canadian public and media did not believe the American claim that the sole purpose of utilizing the Passage was to save time and fuel. Reminiscent of the Manhattan voyage, they viewed the passage as “a direct threat to Canadian sovereignty.”

Taking the Initiative

The Mulroney government moved quickly to address the public uproar over the voyage. On 10 September 1985, Clark linked “Canada’s national identity” with both sovereignty and security, and stated unequivocally that Canada was sovereign over the land, water, and ice of the Arctic. Conceding that “Canada’s legal position was fully protected,
but... ways to exercise [Canadian] sovereignty... found that the Canadian cupboard was nearly bare, the government sought to back the rhetoric with concrete policies in "the most dramatic assertion of Arctic sovereignty claims ever made by a Canadian government." Canada announced it would implement straight baselines in the Arctic, effective 1 January 1986, enclosing the waters of the Arctic Archipelago, including the Northwest Passage. This made the water landward from the baselines "Canada's historical internal waters." If the Passage is not an international strait and never had been one, as Canada claims, no right of innocent passage exists. But if it was an international strait prior to the implementation of straight baselines, or if use of the Passage increases and it becomes an international strait, "a right of passage" exists.

The Mulroney government also removed Canada's objection to AWPPA review by the International Court of Justice, and announced its intention to discuss arctic issues with the United States. The government, insisting that "Canada is not about to conclude that it cannot afford the Arctic," authorized the construction of a Polar-8 icebreaker to assert Canadian sovereignty in the Arctic, pledged to increase the number of military surveillance overflights in the North, planned to conduct naval exercises in the eastern arctic waters, and introduced legislation to extend Canadian jurisdiction to offshore areas where Canada claims sovereignty. At the time of the announcement, Canada had no icebreakers that could operate in the Arctic year-round, or operate at all in some parts of the High Arctic.

The Conservative government's 1987 White Paper, Challenge and Commitment, noted the "advanced state of obsolescence" and "rust-out" in the armed forces, and pledged resources for a Canadian presence in the Arctic. This military presence was to address the issues of continental security and Canadian sovereignty. Committed to a "three ocean navy," the government announced its intention to acquire ten to twelve nuclear-powered attack submarines in order to be able to monitor Canadian waters, whether transited by friend or foe. The Pentagon acknowledged that one impetus for the Canadian submarines might be "to challenge" American subs in disputed arctic waters, and it was concerned that the allocation of such substantial Canadian funds from a limited defense budget would divert Canadian financial and military resources from its NATO commitments, thus negatively impacting continental security.

The Canadian government's arctic focus also included an arctic waters fixed underwater sonar surveillance system, more long-range mari-
time patrol aircraft, mine countermeasure vessels, replacement of the Sea King helicopters, and an upgrade of the medium-range surveillance aircraft. But once again, rhetoric was not matched by reality; emotional attachment to the North was not reflected in tangible results. By and large, only negotiations with the United States have been realized, and these discussions have not been completely satisfactory.

The Canadian military has little to show in terms of equipment commitments to the Arctic. The proposals to purchase nuclear-powered submarines and new long-range Aurora aircraft failed to survive the government's budget cuts of 1989. The Polar-8 icebreaker was canceled in 1990, leaving Canada with no icebreaker capable of year-round High Arctic transit. The proposed fixed underwater surveillance system, which would have placed acoustic sensors "at three choke points at the entrances to the Northwest Passage," died in 1996, leaving underwater transit of the Northwest Passage nearly impossible to detect. The coastal patrol Tracker aircraft will not be replaced, and the three new Arcturus patrol aircraft are woefully inadequate, although they are slated to be upgraded, along with the existing long-range Aurora aircraft. Replacement of the Sea King helicopters is still in limbo. The decision to acquire four used Upholder class diesel-electric submarines from Great Britain has finally been made. Requested in 1994 but facing an uncertain future, the submarines were not even mentioned in the Procurement section of the 1996 Defence Planning Document. But pressure for replacements of the three aged Oberon class diesel-electric submarines continued and the government announced the deal in April 1998. While the majority of the submarines will operate in the Atlantic, one has been earmarked for the Pacific. However, no mention was made of Arctic deployment. In fact, the British subs do not have the ability to operate under the ice cap at this time. They must be modified in order to operate in the High Arctic, but no mention of such modifications has been made. Consequently, the Canadians still have no naval presence in the High Arctic and no way to detect foreign submarines in the waters it claims.

The 1985 Canadian announcement that it would seek a dialogue with the United States over the Northwest Passage dispute was welcomed by the Americans. Short of "addressing the question of sovereignty," the United States sought to resolve outstanding issues in the Canadian Arctic. "Full sovereignty" recognition was certainly a Canadian goal, but the Mulroney government also had to deal with potentially damaging political ramifications if the government was seen as acquiescing to the
Americans in the Passage. The close personal relationship between President Ronald Reagan and Prime Minister Brian Mulroney, the Canadian-American "symmetric interdependent relationship," and the utilization of an "integrative bargaining" process led to the Canada-United States Agreement on Arctic Cooperation in January 1988. The executive agreement applied to U.S. Coast Guard icebreakers, which will now apply for Canadian permission to transit the Northwest Passage. President Reagan described the agreement as "pragmatic" and one that did not compromise either nation's legal position on the status of the Passage. Prime Minister Mulroney agreed, but also insisted that it was "fully consistent with the requirements of Canadian sovereignty." There were, however, obvious weaknesses in the accord.

The agreement dealt only with icebreakers, not any other type of surface ship. Passage in the sea lanes—innocent, transit, and archipelagic—was not defined. The agreement did not explicitly stipulate that prior approval was required, although the United States did seek prior permission in 1988. The agreement did not recognize Canadian sovereignty over the Northwest Passage, but many agree with Mulroney's chief of staff, Derek Burney, that "it sure is implicit recognition." Finally, the accord did not address the issue of submarines, although it has been suggested that the United States and Canada have a secret agreement that covers submarine transit in the arctic waters. In view of the American position on freedom of the seas and the disputed legal status of the Northwest Passage, this "modest" agreement was possibly the best the Canadians could negotiate. But, ultimately, it perpetuated the status quo, that of neighbors continuing to agree to disagree, and the agreement lacked closure on the issue.

Resolution or Limbo?

The United States has an historic commitment to freedom of navigation and today, as "a global maritime power," national security, economic interests, and worldwide commitments to allies necessitate a "national strategy... built on... deterrence, forward defense, and alliance solidarity." To achieve these ends, the United States insists upon largely unimpeded transit around the world. Consequently, it is not difficult to understand American opposition to creeping jurisdiction over the high seas and the threat of closure at strategic choke points. The right of transit passage is viewed as "crucial to the maintenance of world peace and
order." And yet, as noted above, "alliance solidarity" is an American priority, and further, the United States military does not include the Northwest Passage among its list of vital straits or choke points.

The United States denies Canadian claims to the Northwest Passage, and it is also unwilling to accept special privileges in the Passage in return for recognition of Canadian sovereignty. While the United States concedes that the Northwest Passage is unique, it fears that negotiating an arrangement would establish a precedent that it is unwilling to extend to other states. The Passage is an issue of precedent and principle, not one of national security. In fact, in November 1997, the U.S. Navy announced that arctic operations would be greatly scaled back since the Cold War is over and the USN submarine fleet has been "downsized." Thus, with military cuts in both nations, and limited resources for security of the arctic waters, it is in the best interest of these allies to find a compromise solution to the outstanding issue of the Northwest Passage.

The Canadian Navy maintains that "sovereignty stems from the state's position as final authority over matters within its territory." The question, then, is what constitutes "final authority?" Canada could explore the option of exercising authority and control by granting permission and setting standards for arctic activities, but not operating the ships required for defense, enforcement, and surveillance. Cooperation need not undermine sovereignty, as many Canadians fear, and cooperation enhances the security of the continent. Canadian security today is augmented by the United States' commitments to continental, not just United States, defense, and the Canadian Navy has stated that collective security will remain vital to Canadian security. Already, the two nations have special bilateral military agreements, and the 1996 Defence Planning Document placed "promoting Arctic security" under the subheading "defending North America in cooperation with the United States."

The outstanding historical dilemmas noted at the beginning of this paper are especially relevant to the issue of the Northwest Passage. Canada has claimed sovereignty, but sovereignty includes a commitment to "effective occupation." The question is whether this effective occupation needs to be exercised solely by Canada. The maintenance of sovereignty is costly, and Canada's budget priorities and budget constraints preclude monitoring the arctic waters alone. Canada continues to suffer from the "commitment-capability gap" that the 1987 White Paper promised to close.

"Breaking through in the Arctic is one of the navy's toughest challenges." The Navy acknowledges that closing the "commitment-capa-
bility gap” will be “a hard sell with the Canadian public and the Media.”

And, while the Canadian public is vocal against an American presence in the Canadian North, it is unwilling to fund expensive projects to assert and defend Canada’s arctic sovereignty claims. Proposals for nuclear-powered submarines, a three-ocean navy, Polar-8 icebreakers, the arctic underwater surveillance system, and new arctic patrol aircraft have all been left on the cutting-room floor of Canadian budgets, with little, if any, protest from the Canadian public. Public resistance to funding expensive projects has, no doubt, been buttressed by the end of the Cold War, but the Navy dreads the possibility of having no submarines able to operate in the High Arctic. Even the recent decision to buy the Upholder class submarines does not alleviate this concern. Unless the subs are modified to permit under-ice capabilities, Canada will remain compelled to rely on its “allies to protect [its] underwater interests,” and be forced to abandon “all pretensions of being able to assert sovereignty in the Arctic [O]cean.”

If Canada decides to enforce its sovereignty claims, it will have to match its emotional nationalist attachment to the Arctic with the concrete allocation of personnel, money, and resources. Although the Liberal government of Jean Chrétien appointed Canada’s first Arctic ambassador, Mary Simon, and helped establish the eight-member circumpolar Arctic Council, Canada’s northern nationalism has few tangible symbols today. Canada has no icebreaker or submarine capable of patrolling the High Arctic, no means to detect submarines in the water it claims, and no way to rescue a ship or submarine in distress in the Far North. Canada cannot fulfill its own navy’s requirement that defense of Canadian interests necessitates a presence that “involves a capability for surveillance, patrol and response…. [which are] the building blocks of national sovereignty.”

The Canadian public insists that the United States stay out of its domestic affairs and respect its sovereignty claims. For any Canadian government, these demands make cooperative defense efforts difficult at best, as the government tries to secure the nation’s defense and at the same time keep defense costs within a realistic budget. The United States needs to be concerned with the domestic realities of the Canadian government, especially when American actions can trigger repercussions that hinder United States continental defense efforts. Recognizing Canadian sovereignty claims to the Northwest Passage is not a case of the United States acquiescing to a friend. As John Herd Thompson notes, “[n]ations have
no friends, only interests" and it is certainly in the interest of continental security that no tension exist between the United States and Canada. Support of Canadian sovereignty would be an example of cooperative allied efforts, in which both sides "win." This integrative bargaining method, as Christopher Kirkey has shown, has precedent in Canadian-American relations in the Northwest Passage.

It certainly can be argued that the Canadians have the stronger incentive to resolve the issue of the Passage than does the United States. U.S. Navy submarines could continue to ply the waters of the Passage undetected, and there is nothing militarily, and little diplomatically, that the Canadians can do, even if they are aware of the transits. But such an attitude is misguided. The issue for the Canadians is not military, or even particularly diplomatic; it is domestic. The domestic political fallout for the Canadian governments during the Manhattan and Polar Sea voyages made it abundantly clear that such moves are a political liability for the sitting Canadian government, regardless of party affiliation. This is not an issue that can be ignored or minimized by the United States; there is a high price to pay for permitting American passage and the perceived challenge to Canadian sovereignty of the strait. It is certainly not in the United States' best interest to have the Canadian government defensive about its cooperative efforts with the United States or diverting its scarce resources on sovereignty patrols, as opposed to needed military measures. The United States cannot afford to alienate the Canadians or see a Canadian government elected that is less willing to work with the Americans. In this case, geography, history, and alliance support a solution. Additionally, as the Americans learned with the World War Two cooperative defense projects, a modicum of American sovereignty sensitivity resulted in the United States getting nearly all it wanted from the Canadians in terms of defense cooperation. Therefore, a bilateral exploration of solutions to the impasse could hark back to the spirit of cooperation and consensus experienced by the PJBD.

Precedent exists for "distinctive law of the sea regimes," and as the Arctic is indeed unique, this avenue for resolution is available. To dismiss this argument is to overlook both the tradition of Canadian-American cooperation and the merits of bilateral solutions. Bilateral, special-exception agreements need not set a negative precedent. Ronald Reagan himself maintained that the 1988 arctic accord "sets no precedents for other areas." This position could even be extended to the point of sovereignty recognition and United States navigation rights in the Northwest Passage.
Cost- and security-sharing ideas include a Canadian-American Northwest Passage Coast Guard Patrol, an arctic command (ComNavForArctic) which includes a high-ranking Canadian officer, and a NORAD for the water. Other ideas proposed are the periodic stationing of Canadian officers on U.S. Navy nuclear-powered submarines during arctic sovereignty patrols, assigning a Canadian to submarine Western Atlantic (COMSUBWESTLANT) operations staff, and jointly operating an under-ice detection system in the Arctic. In addition, the idea of an "Article IV Antarctic Treaty-type solution" has been advanced. Naval cooperation is both fiscally and politically "inexpensive," but the latter is true only if the issue of the Passage remains dormant. An "unauthorized" USN transit would undoubtedly inflame public opinion and media headlines, and resurrect a public relations and sovereignty nightmare for the government.

Conclusion

The recurring and complex issue of the Northwest Passage symbolizes both Canada's identification with the North and its traditional dilemma of backing sovereignty claims with an active presence. Sovereignty must be more than verbal assertions, and security must include both military and environmental protection. Canada cannot expect the United States to leave the Arctic, and thus the continent, militarily vulnerable. And at first glance it is certainly understandable that the United States fears that a special relationship with Canada will be construed as precedent-setting and open America's insistence on freedom of the seas to scrutiny. But the reality is that Canada is, arguably, the United States' staunchest ally, there is a history of defense measures, and cooperation has been greatly facilitated when the United States has shown sensitivity to Canadian sovereignty claims. Not supporting Canada's sovereignty claims is not in the United States' or North America's best interest.

The issue of the Northwest Passage and its solution are best understood in the historical, as well as the contemporary, context. Its resolution lies in the history of bilateral cooperation of the past fifty years. There is undoubtedly an arctic imperative, and the issues of sovereignty and security cannot be ignored. A bilateral agreement should be negotiated while the issue of the Passage is not politically volatile. Any agreement must be grounded in international law and recognize the security, economic, and environmental importance of the Passage. It would guaran-
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tee Canadian sovereignty, address American defense concerns, and facilitate the Canadian-American cooperation that has developed and flourished in the second half of the twentieth century.
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